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Let’s see characteristics of job-hunting both in-Japan and outside of Japan.
Left side is characteristics of Japan and right side is those of outside of Japan.
In Japan, most of employers hire a group of new graduates with simultaneous starting date on April 1st in
annually bases and run their selection procedures within certain timeline.
On the other hand, outside of Japan, employers hire their employees who have qualified skills or experiences,
when the particular position is open.
Based on that, they usually run the selection individually for particular candidates, so timeline is rather short
and flexible, and also methods of selection are simple, like just screen by resume and interviews.
In Japan, employers require applicants to take various ways of selection. Not simply job interviews but may
also be paper-tests, web-tests, kind of role-play tests to evaluate their communication skills and facilitation
skills. So you may experience relatively long period for job hunting to prepare for such screenings as well as
finding companies or jobs you would like to apply.
Another feature of Japan is that employers usually do not offer the particular position during the recruitment
process. They hire new graduates based on their predictions of their long term potential. It is known as
“Potentiality based recruitment (Potential-saiyo in Japanese).” It will be explained in the next slide.
On the other hand, beyond-Japan, the particular skills, knowledge, or experiences for the position will more
matter than potentials as new-graduates like in Japan, so it is important for you to gain such expertise for the
job which you apply for through your study, internships, part-time jobs, and so on.
Here is membership-based employment. And it does not limit duties, place of work or working hours.
This style of employment is that people are evaluated in accordance with their ability to perform all duties as
generalists.
Here is Job-based employment. And it limits duties and place of work etc.
This style of employment is that the job description is clearly defined and that capabilities are evaluated in
accordance with skill levels as specialists.
If you would like to get the job overseas, you may experience much different recruiting process.
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With this slide, we would like you to understand more about "PotentialityBased Recruitment" which is one of typical characteristics of job-hunting in
Japan.
Japanese companies don’t judge only your current skills and academic
records.
Japanese companies maintain effective training programs for new recruits
and they tend to recruit students based on predictions of their future
potential, as opposed to immediate effectiveness and they give value to
your possibility to grow and contribution to the company.
We can see that new recruits are employed on the concept of “Lifetime
Employment”, to experience various types of work, and be trained to
become future managers.
So it is really important for job-seekers to give a good impression of
yourself and prove you have that kind of possibility to the companies.
To accomplish that, you need to analyze yourself reflecting on your past
experiences and future potential.
Please keep those things in your mind when doing job-hunting in Japan.
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These are main things which Japanese employers are expecting to
international students.
Actually Japanese-language skill is quite important, or even essential to
work in Japan.
Not only Japanese domestic employers but even if working at
multinational companies, their daily operation is often run by using
Japanese language.
In addition to that more and more employers who runs international
operations hire the foreign employees directly from their home-country
recently, so it is important for you to show your advantages as
international students who studies in Japan .
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This is the flowchart of Job-hunting.
To complete your job-hunting successfully, you need to repeat input and
output.
Have a look at this chart.
AYou need to analyze and evaluate yourself.
In order to do this, look back over your past experiences which are what
you studied and hands-on experiences like internships, circle-activities,
volunteers, part-time jobs and so on.
Then you will find your strong and weak points, preference, expertise,
skills, dreams for the future, values, and outlook on life, then organizing
your thoughts.
And make use your thoughts for researching companies and industries.
There are various ways of research, such as web site or books, career
events, internships, meeting alumni and so on. As a consequence, you
can choose companies you would like to apply for.

Let's take a look at the job-hunting schedule.
This is this year’s schedule for students graduating in September 2021 and
March 2022.
Now is a preparation phase and gain the knowledge on Job-hunting.
The Career Center is offering various guidance and seminars, like job hunting
guidance and practical seminars.
So you can gain information and insights on job-hunting in Japan, and also
practical skills and techniques from those events.
Unfortunately, this spring time events will not be able to be held due to the
corona virus impact, but you can refer to the past events on Course N@vi.
Internship is one of options that helps your research.
Many companies conduct internships from summer time. Some companies start
looking for internships around June.
So keep your eyes open for any information.
Some foreign companies (Gaishi-kei) usually start recruitment activities earlier
than Japanese companies, from the beginning of fall.
But it varies from companies so you need to check it up by yourself.
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This is the next year’s schedule.
It is the final preparation and selection phase.
Many companies will disclose their recruitment schedule in March and start receiving application
forms, entry sheets.
The Career Center conduct company information session which is called On Campus Recruitment
Talk in our campus at the same time.
Various companies give explanation about their business and recruiting procedure to potential
applicants in the session. You can find the detail on our website.
Some companies hold in-house briefing sessions as well.
Regarding application forms, entry sheets, recently most companies accept applications on the
Web.
After submitting web-application, some of them might require applicants to take web-tests. These
web application and web test are the part of screening. So it needs to be accurate and complete.
Otherwise you can’t proceed the next step.
Actual screening process will begin before June 1st. You take several interviews and/or group
discussions, and if pass all of them, you can obtain unofficial offer called ないないてい in
Japanese, it is kind of pre-notice of a job offer from employers. It is given usually received from
June to September. Employers officially give an official offer to successful applicants after October
with further job information or job trainings.
There is another chance in summer time which is summer and autumn term recruitment. So even if
you don’t get an offer, you can re-start your application and keep doing job-hunting.
Keep in mind this is A STANDARD timeline and specific schedule and procedures varies from
company to company.
So please be sensitive with information and act flexibly on your own job-hunting in the future.
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This is the Career Options of International Students for September 2019,
and March 2020.

This shows major employers to which international students have
successfully entered through this couple of years.
As you find both Japanese domestic companies and foreign companies
are more and more interesting in hiring international students over years.
If you want to know more detailed information such as company names,
alumni’s graduation years, and number employed for example, you can
take a look at the Career Guidebook we are publishing.

Career center webpage:
https://www.waseda.jp/inst/career/en/

Career center tour guide movie:
https://www.waseda.jp/inst/career/news/2019/09/27/5976/

As shown in this slide, the Career Center is offering various seminars,
guidance, job fairs in both English and Japanese throughout the year.
And our global support team is also providing events specially tailored for
international students. Some events will be recorded.
So you can watch those videos on “Course N@vi”.
We have a lot of certificated career advisory staff in our office to provide
individual consultation.
You can have consultations both in English and Japanese.
If you want to have a consultation in Japanese, you have to make a
reservation through MyWaseda.
And if you want to have a consultation in English, you have to make a
reservation by e-mail. English consultation is available for only weekday.
We are offering plenty of information and materials regarding job-hunting,
internship, and career events on our website
If you would like to subscribe to our e-newsletter, send us an email.
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You can refer to those past practical seminar on CourseN@vi.
You will be able to learn about important points and tips respectively.
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For this semester, most of events are schedule to be online.
For your reference, these pictures are last year’s events.
As Foreign Financial /Consulting Industry Seminar, we held the event in
June last year and about 100 Waseda students gathered at the venue.
They could gain useful information such as the difference of selection
details in foreign industries and strategies in job-hunting process.
As for ALUMNI CAREER TALK, we invited several alumni who are
working in Japan currently to have a panel discussion and a casual talk
session.
Thus, we have various events throughout the year. So please check our
official website constantly.
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